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There is currently considerable interest and discussion about assessment in medical education at both the undergraduate and postgraduate level. (Literature searches on Medline identified over 200 papers related to assessment in medical education published between 1994 and 1996.) In the UK, increases in student numbers, diversification of student intake and the introduction of National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs) have combined to raise the profile of assessment in higher education in general. Although it may be argued that these factors impinge less directly on medical schools than on other departments in academic institutions, the Employment Department's report Assessment issues in higher education sets out recommendations at the institutional, faculty and individual level which will inevitably change the teaching climate within universities and, as a consequence, will affect medical faculties. In addition, postgraduate bodies and Royal Colleges are reviewing their assessment procedures, for example, the membership exam of the Royal College of General Practitioners (the MRCGP exam) has undergone extensive review in response to specific concerns about assessment. However, the main driving force for review of assessment methods in medical education is undoubtedly the 1993 report by the General Medical Council (GMC) Education Committee Tomorrow's doctors. In summary, the report recommends an undergraduate curriculum comprising a common core which will be followed by all students, with optional 'special study modules' to allow flexibility between medical schools and specialisation by individual students. The implications of these recommendations have been discussed elsewhere and most medical schools in the UK are revising their curricula in response.

It has been established that the mode of assessment influences the learning style of students (assessment drives learning), and it has been shown that medical students are susceptible to this influence. Medical schools are therefore seeking ways to change their assessment procedures.

UK medical schools are not alone in wishing to change assessment. The National Medical Licensing Boards of Canada and the USA are continually reviewing their assessment procedures and there have been several interesting developments in recent years, for example, extended matching items questions, and key features questions, which will be considered later in this review, and the use of standardised patients. In addition, innovative medical schools in North America and Europe have invested considerable effort into devising assessment strategies which support their educational philosophies.

The aim of this review is to consider recent developments in assessment methods in relation to the relevant recommendations of the GMC. The theory of assessment is well covered elsewhere, and a review of assessment in general is beyond the scope of this article. Assessment of medical students has been reviewed previously, and either reference provides an excellent introduction for any reader who is new to this field.

When designing assessments, it is important to determine the purpose of assessment before selecting methods. Put more simply, one should decide why learners are to be assessed and what they should be assessed on, before deciding how they will be assessed. As a starting point we will focus on the summative assessment (box 1) of the core curriculum and address the three categories of objectives identified by the GMC; namely, knowledge, skills and attitudes. The selection of suitable assessment methods or subsequent evaluation of assessments for any of these aspects should be guided by the reliability and validity of the assessments (box 1).

Assessment of core knowledge: moving beyond factual recall

The major principles influencing the choice of assessment methods for core knowledge are reducing the factual overload on students, assessing knowledge at
higher levels than simple factual recall, and rigorously assessing the core. When examining core knowledge, assessment procedures must ensure that all students meet a minimum standard, which ultimately relates to their future role as pre-registration house officers. This raises the issue of **standard-setting** or determination of the pass mark (box 2).

The advantages of **criterion-referenced**, as opposed to **norm-referenced**, standard setting have been discussed previously and are reiterated in the figure, which illustrates how using a norm-referenced pass-mark can allow students who do not meet minimum standards to 'pass' an assessment. In addition, the use of the traditional pass mark of 40–50% seems incompatible with rigorous assessment of core, as in effect, students can pass with knowledge of only half of the core content.

Finally, the recommendations state explicitly that assessment should test acquisition and utilisation of core knowledge. The core knowledge objectives must thus be tested at cognitive levels beyond mere recall. Bloom’s taxonomy of learning objectives may provide a useful framework here. The challenge in assessing core knowledge is to develop objective methods which test higher cognitive skills across the whole of the curriculum.

### Assessing knowledge: traditional and innovative methods

#### ESSAYS
Methods of assessment have traditionally included essays and multiple-choice questions. The considerable disadvantages of essays for assessment are discussed elsewhere. In short, essay questions are easy to set, difficult to mark and have low reliability. Many readers may have taken and set final examinations which were assessed primarily by one or more essay papers, in which candidates typically choose, for example, four questions from a total of six. Such exams encourage strategic learning, question-spotting and lead to undesirable learning patterns, and are incompatible with the requirements for rigorous assessment of core stated above.

#### MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS
There has been, and will continue to be, much debate about the use of multiple-choice questions (MCQs) for the assessment of medical students. In their favour, MCQs are reliable, are easy to mark and can be used to sample a large part of the curriculum. Although a frequent criticism of the use of MCQs is that they mainly test factual recall, this is not a fault of MCQs per se but a reflection of the way in which such questions are often used. It is possible to devise MCQs which test higher cognitive skills and evidence exists that these skills are utilised in answering such questions. MCQs appear easy to write, but devising good MCQs takes considerable effort. Several references contain useful guidelines for writing MCQs and examples of their use. Use of well-written MCQs seems most appropriate for assessing core knowledge as this will allow a large number of the core objectives to be assessed at different cognitive levels.

#### TESTING HIGHER COGNITIVE LEVELS OF KNOWLEDGE—SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS AND MODIFIED ESSAY QUESTIONS
Another criticism of using MCQs to assess medical students, which cannot be denied by even their most enthusiastic advocates, is that the choice of a small number of alternatives may provide clues to the answer which the candidates would not have generated if left to their own devices (cuing). As patients do not usually present with a list of five alternative treatments or diagnoses and, in real life, clinicians are required to generate their own options, cuing reduces the validity of MCQs for assessing the application of knowledge in areas such as diagnosis and treatment. The use of short answer questions provides one approach if cuing is a concern. Short answer questions can be considered to fall in between MCQs and essays - they sample a large part of the curriculum but are less reliable and less easy to mark than MCQ. Similar considerations apply to modified essay questions (box 3).

#### EXTENDED MATCHING ITEMS QUESTIONS
An alternative approach to overcome the problem of cueing is to increase the number of options. This requires the candidate to generate the answer to the question, as it is not feasible to consider each option in turn in the time allowed. Extended matching items questions were developed by Case and Swanson and are now used in the US Medical Licensing Examination. This format represents a compromise between free-response questions (eg, essays) and MCQs, and offers an objective assessment which is reliable and easily marked.
Extended matching items questions consist of four elements; the theme, options, lead in and stem (see box 4). Questions relating to a particular topic or complaint are arranged in themes, eg, abdominal pain. To avoid cueing, more than five and up to 26 options are presented for each theme. (In practice, the number of options is limited by the number of alternatives available on optical marking sheets.) The lead-in sets the scene for the questions and the stems are usually case vignettes. Extended matching items questions are considered to be a reliable and potentially valid form of assessment of higher levels of knowledge.42

KEY FEATURES QUESTIONS

Key features questions were developed by Page and Bordage to replace patient management problems42 for assessing clinical decision-making skills in the Common Qualifying Examination of the Medical Council of Canada. This development was prompted by studies of the psychometric properties of patient management problems and research into clinical problem solving, which showed that patient management problems have low reliability and that problem-solving skills are specific to a particular problem and are not transferable, ie, these skills are case or content specific.43

Key features questions were based on the premise that clinical decision-making skills depend on recognising a few elements or key features of the problem.44 Guidelines for writing and developing key features questions are provided elsewhere.35 36 In brief, the process requires generating the key features of a problem (box 5) and devising questions to elicit these responses (box 6). These questions can include both short answer questions and extended options as appropriate. Studies of the use of key features questions indicate high reliability45 and these questions were incorporated in the Medical Council of Canada's Qualifying Examination in 1992.

Assessment of core skills by objective structured examinations

A key factor to consider in the assessment of clinical skills, including communication skills, is the requirement for rigorous assessment of core. Assessment must thus be wide ranging and cover a variety of tasks. There is an extensive literature on the assessment of clinical skills,37 38 and many assessments are variants of the objective structured clinical examination.

OBJECTIVE STRUCTURED CLINICAL EXAMINATIONS

Objective structured clinical examinations were first developed in 197949 50 and there is an wealth of literature relating to their application both in medical specialties43 49 51 and fields other than medicine.40 44 They are considered to have high reliability and validity for assessment of clinical skills45-47 and guidelines for their implementation have been published.45 46 Their psychometric properties have been studied extensively and aspects such as station length49 and patient and student gender on performance51 have been examined. The value of providing feedback on performance has been discussed,52 53 and the application of different question formats has been examined.54

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Communication skills are seen as an essential component of the core curriculum. These skills can be included as part of objective structured clinical examination stations; however, it has been suggested that it is more valid and reliable to use stations specifically designed to assess communication, rather than considering communication as part of an ‘add on’ to assessment of other skills such as history taking.55 The use of specific stations or objective structured behavioural examination has been described previously.55 56 A more recent development in the assessment of communication skills is the objective structured video examination which examines the ability to recognise types of communication being utilised in a particular situation, to identify the consequences of the approach used, and to suggest appropriate alternative strategies. Each student is shown a video-recorded interaction between a clinician and patient, and then answers written questions that relate to the interaction.56

Assessment beyond specific clinical skills: clinical competence

Although objective structured clinical examinations are well accepted as methods of assessing clinical skills, some concern has been voiced that the short station format does not offer an opportunity to assess history taking and physical examination, abilities which many clinicians consider to be key components of clinical competence.57 There is much discussion about assessment of clinical com-

---

**Example of typical modified essay questions**

Jane Smith presents her 3-year-old son Simon for the fourth time in six months complaining that he has diarrhoea. She says he is tired all the time, bursts into tears and wants you to refer Simon to a specialist.

Describe your reply, and your management of Jane and Simon.

*Based on format used for MRCGP Examination. Candidates required to answer 12 questions in 2 h

**Box 3**
### Extended matching items questions*

**Themes:** investigation of abdominal pain

**Options:**
- CT scan
- Liver function tests
- ERCP
- Plain abdominal X-ray
- Erect chest X-ray
- Serum amylase
- HIDA scan
- Ultrasound scan of liver and biliary tree

**Lead-in:** For the patients described below, which is likely to be the SINGLE most helpful investigation? *Each answer may be used once, more than once, or not at all*

**Stems:**
- A 45-year-old woman is admitted with colicky right upper quadrant pain radiating to the back and shoulder tip. She is tender with guarding in the right upper quadrant. She has a pyrexia of 37.8°C and an elevated white blood cell count of 18x10⁹/ℓ.
- A 56-year-old woman is awaiting a cholecystectomy for chronic cholecystitis. She returns to the clinic with a three-week history of painless jaundice, dark urine and pale stools.
- A 52-year-old man is admitted with a 36-hour history of colicky abdominal pain, vomiting faeculent fluid and absolute constipation. Examination reveals a distended abdomen with tinkling bowel sounds.
- A 52-year-old woman is admitted following the sudden onset of severe epigastric pain, radiating to the back. She is slightly more comfortable sitting forwards. She has been vomiting profusely. On examination she is tender with guarding throughout the upper abdomen and bowel sounds are absent. She is known to have gallstones but has never had pain like this.

*Taken from University of Liverpool fourth year examination in Medicine and Surgery, 1996*

---

### Example of key features problem

For a woman of childbearing age presenting with history of pain in the right iliac fossa, the candidate should:

- Generate as leading diagnoses: acute appendicitis, urinary tract infection, ectopic pregnancy
- Be able to identify important features in the history and examination which distinguish between these diagnoses

---

Competence in medical education. This section provides a broad overview of methods for assessing clinical competence, considering the traditional methods used (orals and global ratings), and highlighting recent developments which are appropriate for assessing competence.

**ORAL EXAMINATIONS**

No consideration of assessment of clinical competence would be complete without mentioning oral examinations and vivas, if only to restate their disadvantages. The application of oral examinations in assessment in medical education has been reviewed, and it has been demonstrated that orals have low reliability as assessments of clinical competence. To be precise, when the ratings or marks awarded to candidates by different examiners are compared there is low reliability between the ratings. It is thought that this is, in part, a consequence of low reliability between examiners (inter-rater reliability); some examiners tend to mark generously (doves) and some have a tendency to award low marks (hawks). There is also evidence that the low reliability is due to content specificity, reflecting the fact that competence is related to the case or topic covered in the oral.

Concerning the validity of oral ratings, studies indicate that the mark awarded to a candidate may reflect factors other than the candidate's clinical competence; namely anxiety, percentage of words contributed to the discussion by the candidate, the examiner's visual impressions of the candidate or the candidate's self-confidence. Rating is also prone to the halo effect in which, if a candidate performs well (or badly) on one assessment criterion, this influences the rating given on subsequent criteria which are judged higher (or lower) than the actual performance. These poor psychometric properties led the US National Board of Medical Examiners to drop orals from Part II of the licensing examination in 1963.

Despite these drawbacks, orals are still widely used in the UK by a number of medical schools and Royal Colleges. To some extent the oral is seen as a necessary 'rite of passage'. Wakeford et al recently reviewed the use of orals as part of the MRCGP exam and they provide a useful set of guidelines for improving orals. This should be required reading for all examiners involved in oral or viva voce examinations.

**GLOBAL RATINGS**

Global ratings describes any summative judgement of a student's performance completed by a supervisor after a period of contact, for example, during a clinical attachment or clinical firm. These usually involve completion of a form containing rating scales for each aspect of clinical performance.

The use of global ratings has been discussed and reviewed extensively; they are generally considered to be unreliable as an assessment method. In particular, they are susceptible to the halo effect and often reflect the degree to which the supervisor and student get on during the period of contact. Global ratings are, however, widely used as an assessment method and have some attractive features. Guidelines for increasing their reliability have been described. These should be consulted by any examiner intending to include global ratings in assessment.

**OBSERVED LONG CASES AND THE OBJECTIVE STRUCTURED LONG EXAMINATION RECORD**

An observed long case is a development of the traditional oral case presentation, first developed at the University of Adelaide to replace oral examination of final year medical students. The objective structured long examination record is an attempt to structure and improve the reliability of the traditional 'long case'. The examiner completes a 10-part record throughout the observation. This record covers aspects such as presentation of the history, physical examination, investigation and management. This approach has much to recommend it as an additional assessment of clinical competence in physical examination and history taking, offering a compromise between the reliability of the multi-station objective structured examination record and the face validity of the extended patient–student interaction of the long case.

**SIMULATED SURGERIES**

Simulated surgeries are a development of the objective structured clinical examinations which have been proposed and evaluated as an assessment of clinical competence in the MRCGP. In a simulated surgery, the candidate is observed by one, or ideally two, examiner(s) whilst consulting with a series of standardised patients in a realistic general practice setting. This differs from the traditional objective structured clinical examination in that it is the standardised patients who visit 'stations' in rotation, whilst the candidate stays in one place.
Simulated surgeries can potentially assess a range of skills, including physical examination, doctor–patient communication, interpretation of clinical data, time management and the candidate’s ability to handle typical interruptions whilst consulting. Pilot studies of cases designed to test a range of these skills have been carried out on behalf of the Royal College of General Practitioners and the results appear encouraging.10 11

Assessing attitudes

One of the principal recommendations of Tomorrow’s doctors is to inculcate attitudes of mind and behaviour that befitt a doctor. If this objective is to be achieved, attitudes must also be assessed. However, in contrast to the situation described for clinical skills, there is a paucity of information regarding the assessment of attitudes. There are two possible alternatives, written assessment and assessment by observation.

It is possible to assess attitudes by written examination. The considerations regarding content specificity which were discussed earlier in relation to assessing knowledge will also apply to assessment of attitudes, thus short answer or modified essay-type questions would be recommended to ensure sufficient sampling. The example modified essay question presented earlier (box 3) would test both patient management and the attitudes of the candidate to patients.

The main object of including attitudes in the new curriculum is presumably to ensure that students develop the right attitudes in their future careers. One might argue that a written assessment of attitudes will not tell us how a student is going to behave in real-life. Observation would thus seem more attractive, and one could envisage objective structured clinical examination stations, objective structured long examination records, or simulated surgeries designed to test attitudes and behaviour. However, one must still ask the question ‘Do students behave in the same way when they know that their attitudes are being assessed as they would in practice?’, ie, does the act of being observed affect the act itself, a phenomenon referred to as the Hawthorne effect. Cynics would probably think not! It may be necessary to supplement such assessments with observation on rotations, ideally applying checklists.

Progress tests—weakening the link between assessment and learning

Discussion so far has assumed that assessment is used for summative purposes and recognises that assessment will drive the learning process. Progress testing is a novel assessment procedure designed to provide students and faculty staff with feedback about student progress, whilst not disrupting the learning process or driving learning styles.27 Such tests cover a very wide spectrum of knowledge so it is not feasible to revise for them. As students progress through the course, their score on the progress test increases and they can compare their performance with the class means and standard deviations.

Evaluation of the progress test by questionnaire indicates that it provides useful feedback, that students do not study for the test and that it does not subvert the educational philosophies on which these curricula are based.14 15 Progress tests could form a useful element of assessment in revised curricula in the UK which incorporate problem-based learning.

Conclusion

Over the last few years there have been several exciting and interesting innovations in the assessment of medical students as a response to the deficiencies of the traditional methods of essays and oral examination. Most of these new methods are not used extensively in the UK and there is considerable scope for further development and evaluation in revised curricula. The extended matching items and key features questions formats have good psychometric properties and are promising for the assessment of higher cognitive knowledge-based objectives.

However, it is apparent that no single method is appropriate for assessing all aspects of medicine. A combination of techniques will thus be required to satisfy the GMC’s requirements. One can envisage a multi-faceted assessment of knowledge, skills and attitudes, with objective structured clinical examination-type tests used throughout the course to certify competence in individual clinical skills, leading on to a well designed objective structured long examination record or stimulated surgery type examination in the later stages of the course, supplemented by observation and global ratings as appropriate. These would need to be complemented by objective examinations consisting of a mix of question formats to ensure testing of knowledge at higher cognitive levels.
There is thus a range of methods available for assessment, which challenge to medical schools is to utilise these to achieve the required changes in medical education. The next few years should produce evaluations of assessment in the new curricula!

We are grateful to our colleagues on the Curriculum Management Team for useful discussions on assessment and for permission to use past examination questions.
Medical Anniversary

(Lord) THOMAS HORDER, 7 JANUARY 1871

(Lord) Thomas Horder (1871–1955) was born at Shaftesbury, Dorset, where his father was a draper. He qualified at St Bartholomew’s Hospital (1898) and became a consultant physician there (1912–1936) and at the Royal Northern Hospital (1899–1914). He was known as the man who brought the laboratory to the bedside because of his book entitled Clinical pathology in practice, published in 1910. In the same year he was called into consultation because of King Edward VII’s glycosuria. He showed that the reduction of Fehling’s solution, which had been attributed to glycosuria, was due to salicylates in a gargle which had been prescribed to the King (Medvei and Thornton 1974, The Royal Hospital of St Bartholomew). He was also physician to Edward, Prince of Wales, George VI, and Elizabeth II.

He died on 13 August 1955. A British Medical Journal obituary said “The death of Lord Horder removes the most outstanding clinician of his time... He was more than a physician at the head of his profession, he was an interpreter of medicine... a dispassionate thinker, never afraid of the truth, and able to employ language in such a way that... none could mistake his meaning... a good doctor, jealous for the honour of his profession and its freedom to serve the community”.

— D G James
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